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Abstract. Either in flow-based or class-based QoS architectures, con-
trolling the admission of traffic entering the network becomes a crucial
task in the new telecom services. The Bandwidth Broker BB architec-
ture is one of the efficient admission control solutions. In this paper,
we present a novel bandwidth broker architecture for scalable support
of guaranteed services based on the concept of topology aggregation.
Indeed, the bandwidth broker does not manage all the detailed infor-
mation, about topology and reservation, stored in the admission control
database. Instead, it uses an aggregated representation in order to de-
cide if a new service request can be accepted or rejected. We demonstrate
that the reduction of the amount of information managed by the band-
width broker enhance the performance of the admission control function
thereby increasing the overall call processing capability.

Key words: Admission control, bandwidth broker, topology aggrega-
tion, service guarantee

1 Introduction

Ensuring minimum quality-of-service (QoS) levels to the new emerging telecom
services is an important challenge for future packet networks. Toward this end,
a number of Call Admission Control (CAC) approaches have been drawn to re-
serve network resources in order to ensure that users and QoS objectives can be
satisfied. The Resource reservation protocol RSVP [1] is one of these approaches.
It consists in establishing and maintaining the resource reservation in an IntServ
[2] network. Although this signalling protocol is very strong in providing QoS
support, it is not scalable, since it is necessary to maintain a flow state in each
router along the flow’s path. Contrary to RSVP, in the DPS (Dynamic Packet
State) technique [3], the flow state information is inserted into packet headers,
which overcomes the need for per-flow signaling and state management. The
key problem encountered with this approach is the necessity that all routers
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in the flows path participate in the admission control process, implement the
same scheduling mechanism and update packet headers. Trying to reduce the
overhead generated by the two aforementioned approaches, other measurement
based solutions have been proposed: The egress admission control [4] which is
based on passive monitoring of the network. Although this mechanism provides
an efficient service model and scalability, it requires specific functionalities in the
core and edge routers, like insertion of packet state in the headers, special sched-
uler and rate monitoring. To prevent the use of a signaling protocol and special
packet processing in core nodes, a call admission control mechanism based on
probing [5] was proposed, where a test flow is inserted into the network to mea-
sure its congestion level.

Instead of having a distributed admission control, a Bandwidth Broker (BB)
was proposed [6] within the DiffServ [7] model in order to concentrate in only
one element the admission control functions. This entity maintains an admis-
sion control database with information about network topology and QoS state
of each path and node. It also maintains a routing table allowing it to determine
the path that the admitted flow will traverse towards the receiver. So, when
a new flow with specific traffic parameters requests admission, the bandwidth
broker calculates the bandwidth availability in each link of the path followed by
this new flow to decide if it can be admitted or not. If the flow is admitted, the
BB sends a message to the sender with a positive answer to the flow’s request,
and updates its database. Thus, using this approach, the call admission control
process is simplified. There is no need to store the QoS reservation states in the
core routers. In addition, the BB offers a global vision of the network utiliza-
tion which allows it to perform admission control function with much guarantee.
However, a key difficulty encountered with such approach is the large amount
of information to manage which leads to scalability issues in large networks. So,
the more detailed the network is, the more time the admission control algorithm
needs to compute the admission decision. There are two major solutions to keep
this amount of information in a reasonable volume. The first one is to reduce
the size of the network by splitting it into PoPs or areas. The major problem
with this solution is how to conceive the coordination between BBs in order to
not introduce much overhead in the network. The second solution is based on
information aggregation. In this case, the main objective is to sufficiently aggre-
gate the information to reduce the amount of data significantly without loosing
too much detail which could lead the admission control algorithm to erroneous
decisions.

In this paper, we design a novel model of bandwidth broker based on topol-
ogy aggregation. Admission control decisions are made based on an abstract
structure of the network topology formed only by border routers. There is no
need to store information about the core routers in the topology database. Our
goal is to develop an architecture for admission control that can simultaneously
achieve scalability and a strong service guarantee without sacrificing network
utilization. The detailed information about the interactions between the CAC
server and the network domain routers are described in [8].
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The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 investigates
the most important aggregation models presented in the literature. Then, we
propose in the Section 3 our topology aggregation based BB model. Simulation
results are analyzed in Section 4 and the conclusion follows in Section 5.

2 Topology Aggregation Overview and Network Model

This section starts by introducing the topology aggregation concept and then
exposes the network model.

2.1 Topology Aggregation Overview

The topology aggregation concept consists in summarizing the topology infor-
mation of a network domain into a more compact structure. Numerous solutions
were proposed in the literature [9] [10] [11] [12] [13], the most important ones
being; The full-mesh and the star schemes. The first one [14] uses a logical path
between each pair of border nodes to construct a full-mesh aggregated topology.
This representation is by far the most accurate one. Unfortunately, the amount
of information to be advertised increases as the square of the number of borders.
The second scheme [14], which is the star, consists in connecting border nodes via
virtual paths to a virtual center called ”nucleus”. In order to minimize distortion,
it is recommended to define directed paths between borders called ”bypasses”.
The number of logical paths in the star representation should not exceed three
times the number of border nodes B. The complexity of this approach is in the
order of B2. The performance of these two schemes was compared in [15]. It
appears that the star is more powerful than the full-mesh where it significantly
reduces the amount of topology information stored in the database.

2.2 Network Model

A large network is a set of domains and links that connect these domains. It is
modeled as a directed graph G(V,E), where V is the set of nodes and E is the
set of directed links among the nodes in V. In one domain, B is the set of border
nodes that have links connected to nodes in other domains. The links in E are
marked by a combination of additive and concave parameters. These parameters
represent the level of QoS provided by each edge. Given a directed path P = (a,
b, c,. . . , x, y) with (a, b, c,. . . , x, y) ∈ V , the value of these metrics over this
path can be one of the following compositions :

Definition 1. A metric mt is additive if:
mt(P ) = mt(a, b) + mt(b, c) + ... + mt(x, y). Delay, jitter and cost follow the
additive composition rule.

Definition 2. A metric mt is concave if:
mt(P ) = min(mt(a, b),mt(b, c), ...,mt(x, y)).Bandwidth parameter follows the
concave composition rule.
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In the rest of the paper, we study the case of delay|bandwidth sensitive net-
works. For this, we use dlP to denote the delay of the logical path corresponding
to P. Referring to definition.1, it is equal to the sum of all delays through P. We
use also bwP to denote the bandwidth of the logical path corresponding to P.
Referring to definition.2, it is equal to the minimal bandwidth value through P.

3 The Topology Aggregation Based Bandwidth Broker
Architecture

In order to resolve the scalability issue within the classical Bandwidth Broker
design, this section presents a novel approach to aggregate the network topology
in order to reduce the size of the call admission control database and then to
enhance the performance of the bandwidth broker. We propose two star designs,
one which is basic and another which is service guarantee oriented. In such
designs, admission control is done on a per domain basis instead of on a hop-
by-hop basis. Thus, the complexity of the admission control algorithms may be
significantly reduced. For illustration purposes, we consider a simple AS with
nine routers and twelve bidirectional and symmetric links. Each link is identified
by a (delay, bandwidth) pair. Four nodes are selected as borders, which are, R3,
R5, R8 and R9 [Fig.1-a].

Fig. 1. The star aggregation process.

3.1 The Basic Star Design

As there is no common way or recommendation to retrieve the star representa-
tion, we propose new equations to compute spokes and bypasses.

The formation of the star begins by computing all the end to end network
state information in the network domain. So, based on routing information, we
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compute logical paths between border routers referring to definition 1 and 2.
Indeed, the QoS metrics of a logical path correspond to the minimal bandwidth
and the sum of delays through the physical path. For example, in Figure 1-a, to
set a logical path between border routers R3 and R5, we compute the sum of
delays and the minimal bandwidth through the route R3→R4→R6→R5, which
gives a logical path with the metric (26,10).

Once all the end to end logical paths are set, the star representation is es-
tablished by splitting this logical paths into two spokes. The nucleus plays the
role of a relay which interconnects all the border routers through spokes.

Our design follows three steps to find the QoS information associated to the
basic star design: i) find the QoS parameters of the spokes from the border
routers to the nucleus, ii) find the QoS parameters of the spokes from the nu-
cleus to the border routers and iii) set the bypasses between border routers in
order to reduce the distortion introduced by the aggregation process. The de-
tailed information of the equations which lead to compute spokes and bypasses
are described in [16].

In order to distinguish QoS parameters associated with end-to-end logical
paths and spokes, we use respectively ”t” and ”s” notations. So, given a set of
border routers B, a nucleus n, the metrics Ms

Sn and Ms
nD denote respectively

the QoS parameters of the ingoing spokes and the outgoing spokes.

∀S ∈ B,

Ms
Sn = (min(dltSD),max(bwt

SD)), D ∈ B, D 6= S (1)

∀D ∈ B,

Ms
nD = (max(dltSD − dlsSn),max(min(bwt

SD, bws
Sn))), S ∈ B, S 6= D (2)

For bypasses, we set B bypasses. The selection of these bypasses is made
according to the comparison of the joint of the two spokes S→n, n→D and the
end-to-end logical path S→D. When the deviation is large, we add a bypass be-
tween these two border routers. Figure 2-b shows the resulting basic star scheme.

Applying admission control on this scheme shows that there is an over-
estimation of the network capabilities [see Section 4]. This results from the fact
that the aggregated topology looks like a black box, so there is no manner to
efficiently manage the spokes bandwidth. Figure 2 shows a typical example of a
path aggregation which leads to a network capability over-estimation. A reser-
vation of 5Mb/s on the logical path XY exhausted all the available bandwidth
on the physical link XW. While in the aggregated scheme, logical path XZ keeps
5Mb/s free which is not true.

Even if the over-estimation value is not important, it can be the object of
service degradation or user dissatisfaction. For this, we estimate that an accept-
able over-estimation percentage must not be greater than 0.5% of the overall
number of connection requests treated during a time interval ∆t. In the next
subsection, we show a novel manner to form the star with much more service
guarantee.
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Fig. 2. Example of aggregation model accuracy limitation.

3.2 The Guarantee-Based Star Design

To be able to manage the bandwidth inside the aggregated topology, we have
to fulfill all constraints coming from bandwidth utilization. Our analysis showed
that it is needed to define on each spoke the physical link which can be an
object of a maximal congestion in order to limit the over-estimation of network
resources. But, as the basic star model is not defined directly from the real
topology, it is not possible to find the set of physical links composing a spoke
and so to infer the bottleneck link. So, our philosophy is to try to project the
virtual nucleus in the real topology in order to seek the router which corresponds
well to the nucleus characteristics, i.e is to solve the corresponding problem as
follows i) to find in the real topology the real router that is the best potential
nucleus node, ii) to drive from it the set of links and spokes, and iii) to use the
resulting topology to perform the admission control for the given domain.

The logic of our approach is the following. For each core router we compute
an approximate star scheme where the nucleus corresponds to the chosen core
router and spokes corresponds to the partial routes which interconnect the core
router to its borders. We use H to denote the set of these partial routes. The
QoS parameters of the partial routes are computed according to definition 1
and 2 and based on the routing protocol which indicates the route between the
core router and the borders. At the end of this step, we are able to compute
for each core router a nucleus deviation nd which reflects the deviation between
the basic star and the computed star schemes. Given a core router cr, this
deviation is computed from the sum of deflections from spokes between cr and
border routers in the calculated star scheme and the spokes between the virtual
nucleus and border routers in the basic star representation. Once the nucleus
deviation is computed for each core router, we chose the node which has the
minimal nucleus deviation to be the representative point of the virtual nucleus
[Algorithm.1]. The deflection between two spokes is calculated as the Euclidean
distance between two points in the delay|bandwidth plane due to the fact that
spokes are represented as a (delay,bandwidth) pair.

Algorithm.1: representative nucleus computation
C = V - B /*The set of core router*/
dev(x,y) /*A function which computes the deviation between
spokes x(dl,bw) and y(dl’,bw’) in the delay|bandwidth plane*/
iter = 1 /*iterations counter*/
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For each cr in C
For b in B

nd = nd + dev(cr->b, n->b) + dev(b->n, b->cr)
End For
if(iter = 1){

min_dev = nd
computed_nucleus = cr

}else{
if (min_dev > nd){

min_dev = nd
computed_nucleus = cr

}
}
iter ++;

End For
return cr

end.

Now, once a router is selected to be the representative of the nucleus, it is
possible to find each bottleneck link between the computed nucleus and border
routers. This bottleneck link is defined as follows:

Definition 3. A bottleneck link BL of a partial route rt corresponds to the phys-
ical link having the minimal bandwidth value and crossed by the greatest number
of partial routes. We denote Ort the set of partial routes crossing rt in the bot-
tleneck link BL [Algorithm.2].

Algorithm.2: BL computation for a partial route rt
L(rt) /*denotes the set of links in rt*/
Ml(rt) /*denotes the set of links belonging to L(rt)
and having the minimal bandwidth*/
For each link l in Ml(rt)

N(l) = the number of partial routes crossing l
F(l)= (bandwidth of link l)/N(l)

End For
BL = link l which has the minimal F(l).

end.

Thus, in the admission control process, it is necessary to check an additional
condition in order to not over-estimate the network capabilities. This condition
guarantees that the sum of reservation on all the partial route which cross the
BL should be less or equal than the bandwidth capacity of the BL. So, given a
network domain Ω, the bandwidth sharing constraint to check for each partial
route is the following : ∀ rt ∈ H∑

rsv

(
∑

rt′∈Ort

bwrt′) +
∑
rsv

bwrt ≤ bwBL(rt) (3)
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Note that the BL is fixed for bypasses in the same manner that in spokes,
but instead of using partial routes we use complete routes.

3.3 Admission Control Process

Suppose that the bandwidth broker receives a service request Rq from a router
S to reach another router D in the same network domain. In our design, the
BB has to verify if there is a direct bypass between these two routers in the
database or not. If a bypass is found, three conditions have to be checked; (4)(5)
verify respectively the Rq admissibility in terms of bandwidth and delay, and
(6) checks the bottleneck link constraint.

Rq(bwS→D) +
∑
rsv

bwS→D ≤ bwS→D (4)

Rq(dlS→D) > dlmS→D (5)

Rq(bwS→D) +
∑
rsv

bwS→D +
∑
rsv

(
∑

rt′∈OS→D

bwrt′) ≤ bwBL(S→D) (6)

In the case where there is no bypass, five conditions have to be checked;
(7)(8) verify the availability of bandwidth in the two spokes, (9) checks the
admissibility of Rq in terms of delay and (10)(11) verify the BL constraints on
each spoke.

Rq(bwS→D) +
∑
rsv

bwS→n ≤ bwS→n (7)

Rq(bwS→D) +
∑
rsv

bwn→D ≤ bwn→D (8)

Rq(dlS→D) ≥ dlS→n + dln→D (9)

Rq(bwS→D) +
∑
rsv

bwS→n +
∑
rsv

(
∑

rt∈OS→n

bwrt) ≤ bwBL(S→n) (10)

Rq(bwS→D) +
∑
rsv

bwn→D +
∑
rsv

(
∑

rt∈On→D

bwrt) ≤ bwBL(n→D) (11)

Note that the admission control process is easier in the case of the basic star
design because there is no need to check the BL constraints (6), (10) and (11).

This concept of topology aggregation based CAC can be extended to multiple
Class of Services (CoSs): i) by splitting the delay|bandwidth aggregated topology
proportionally to the bandwidth requirements for each CoS, ii) by computing
the delay|bandwidth aggregated scheme for each CoS (using the CoS allocated
bandwidth instead of the physical bandwidth of the links).

4 Simulation Results

This section carries out some simulations to quantify the performance of our
topology aggregation based bandwidth broker model compared to a traditional
bandwidth broker architecture.
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4.1 Network Model

We use the topologies of four famous commercial backbones (AT&T, Abovenet,
Exodus and Sprintlink) for our experiments [17] [18]. Each experiment consists
of two phases, the aggregated scheme formation and the admission control phase.
In each backbone domain, the admission control phase consists in soliciting the
bandwidth broker with 1.000.000 connection requests generated uniformly by
the border routers with bandwidth requirements of 128Kb-5Mb. A shortest path
algorithm was used to determine the routes in the network domain.

Table 1. ”Experimental topologies used for simulation”

AS Name Sprintlink Exodus Abovenet AT&T

Backbone Routers 465 211 244 729

AS border Routers 56 32 39 46

4.2 Performance Measurement

As mentioned earlier our experiments consist of two phases, namely the aggre-
gated scheme formation phase and the admission control phase. For the first
phase, simulations show that the basic star design needs less time to be com-
puted than the guarantee based star. This is normal because there is no need
to retrieve the representative nucleus and further to compute the corresponding
BLs. The aggregation time τ of the basic star as well as the guarantee based
star model is in the order of seconds [Table.2]. We can also remark, that τ is in
the order of a routing protocol time convergence like OSPF. So, even in case of
re-routing, the reformation time of the star is still acceptable and do not delay
the admission control process [see Table.2].

Table 2. ”Evaluation of the star formation time within the two star designs”

Eval parameter BB design Sprintlink Exodus Abovenet AT&T

Basic Star 52 6 11 36
τ (seconds)

Guarantee-based star 73 9 16 70

The second phase, which concerns the admission control process, shows the
strength of our design in reducing the amount of information stored in the data-
base and so enhancing the admission control decision quickness. Compared to
a traditional bandwidth broker model, our architecture reduces significantly the
size of the database by using a simple summarized topology structure. So, ad-
mission control decisions, resources reservation and resources release are made
in two passes by checking spokes state or in one pass by checking the bypass
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resources availability. Simulation results show that the database of the guaran-
tee based star is slightly bigger than that of the basic star. This results from
the fact that the guarantee-based model stores besides the end-to-end topology
representation, the BLs information. Table.3 shows the percentage of our BB
database size β by comparison with the total size needed by the traditional BB
model to store the information about routing, reservations and topology. Despite
that the guarantee based star design database is slightly bigger than that of the
basic star model, our two designs outperform greatly the traditional bandwidth
broker architecture. The database size is at least 43 times smaller in the case
of the basic star design and 35 times smaller in the case of the guarantee-based
star design. A such remarkable reduction has permit the enhancement of the ad-
mission decision time. There is no need to explore all the database and routing
table in order to find the path followed by the incoming flow. Only an end to
end check is needed to decide if the incoming call can be accepted or rejected.

The admission control decision time γ is computed referring to the average
time taken by the BB per new connection in order to make decision. Compared
to the traditional BB architecture, γ in our two designs is at least 3 times faster
[see Table.3]. This Experiments show also that the decision time in the guar-
antee based star model is slightly larger than that of the basic star model, the
difference is in the order of tens of microseconds (µs). This results from the fact
that there is no additional BL conditions to check. This quickness in making ad-
mission control decisions allows our two models to increase theirs call processing
capability and so enhancing the BB availability.

Table 3. ”The admission control performance evaluation”

Eval parameter BB design Sprintlink Exodus Abovenet AT&T

Basic star 1.70% 2.29% 2.19% 1.68%
β

Guarantee-based star 2.19% 2.85% 2.79% 2.28%

Traditional BB 3.393 2.664 2.660 3.012
γ (ms) Basic star 0.390 0.319 0.609 0.465

Guarantee-based star 0.420 0.450 0.700 0.523

These two evaluation parameters prove the strength of our aggregated band-
width broker architecture compared to the traditional design in term of com-
plexity reduction, but do not prove its efficiency and its accuracy by comparison
with the real network topology parameters. For this, we have conducted some
experiments to evaluate the pertinence of our BB both when it is based on a
basic star or on a guarantee-based star. For this, we introduce the exactness
indicator ε which presents the accuracy of our approach to accept or reject new
request in accordance with the real network capabilities. This indicator denotes
the percentage of right decisions taken by the aggregated design. ε was computed
for the two star designs. It appears that the guarantee-based star model is more
accurate than the basic star as the number of right admission control decisions
is higher. In the two star designs, ε is always higher than 88%.
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By focusing on the erroneous decisions taken by the bandwidth broker, we
wanted to analyze the over-estimation introduced by the aggregation process.
For this, we defined the over-estimation percentage σ which represents the per-
centage of connection requests admitted by excess whereas the network domain
capabilities does not allow it. Simulation results show the utility of defining BLs
in the reduction of the over-estimation percentage. Compared to the basic star
design, it appears that the guarantee-based star is at least 9 times more accu-
rate. It has a σ at the most equal to 0.1238%, which is a very good guarantee
performance result that responds to our QoS suggestions [Table.4].

Table 4. ”The topology based BB accuracy evaluation”

Eval parameter BB design Sprintlink Exodus Abovenet AT&T

Basic star 88.3905% 96.4774% 93.8795% 92.2024%ε
Guarantee-based star 88.5064% 96.4998% 94.2668% 92.5165%

Basic star 0.7031% 0.4001% 0.6423% 1.1834%σ
Guarantee-based star 0.0486% 0.0442% 0.0287% 0.1238%

The aforementioned simulation results lead to several conclusions; i) Our
bandwidth broker architecture, either it is basic or guarantee-based, outper-
forms largely the traditional BB design in terms of admission control algorithm
complexity reduction, ii) The guarantee-based star design achieves very good re-
sults in terms of accuracy and overestimation percentage reduction. It presents a
good track to investigate by Telecom operators for guaranteed and fast services
delivery, iii) The basic star design offers very good scalability performance with
a slight service degradation.

5 Conclusion

A broad view over the admission control approaches exhibits a tendency in
adopting solution based bandwidth broker thanks to the service guarantee which
it offers. This paper presents a novel bandwidth broker architecture for scalable
support of guaranteed services based on the concept of topology aggregation.
More specifically, the BB does not check all the detailed topology and reservation
information. Instead, it uses a summarized picture of the network capabilities
in order to perform admission control. Some simulations were conducted with
four famous commercial backbone topologies. The experiments show that our
architecture, either it is guarantee based or basic, reduces significantly the size
of the admission control database as well as the admission control decision time.
Compared to the basic star design, the guarantee-based model achieves very
good performance in terms of accuracy and resources over-estimation reduction.

As an ongoing work, our future plan will focus on how to retrieve the repre-
sentative nucleus without handling all the core routers in order to decrease even
more the time of the guarantee-based star formation.
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